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ABSTRACT
Calls for representation in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) are widespread, with "representation" or "representa-
tiveness" generally understood to be both an instrumentally and in-
trinsically beneficial quality of an AI system, and central to fairness
concerns. But what does it mean for an AI system to be "represen-
tative"? Each element of the AI lifecycle is geared towards its own
goals and effect on the system, therefore requiring its own analyses
with regard to what kind of representation is best. In this work we
untangle the benefits of representation in AI evaluations to develop
a framework to guide an AI practitioner or auditor towards the
creation of representative ML evaluations. Representation, however,
is not a panacea. We further lay out the limitations and tensions
of instrumentally representative datasets, such as the necessity of
data existence and access, surveillance vs expectations of privacy,
implications for foundation models and power. This work sets the
stage for a research agenda on representation in AI, which extends
beyond instrumentally valuable representation in evaluations to-
wards refocusing on, and empowering, impacted communities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
What does it mean for an artificial intelligence (AI) system to be
"representative"? In discourse on responsible machine learning
(ML), "representativeness" is generally understood to be both an
intrinsic and instrumental good [67], however, as with other capa-
cious ideas in the AI ethics realm (e.g. AI fairness and transparency),
the intuitive sense of the concept belies the fact that the term has
a variety of different meanings in different contexts [26, 125]. The
Oxford Reference has 11 definitions for representation starting with
"Depicting or ‘making present’ something which is absent (e.g. peo-
ple, places, events, or abstractions) in a different form" [119]. This
is exemplified by the manner in which people’s preferences could
be captured, represented, or modeled in ML (the different form).
Representation is distinct from replication, as the form or medium
changes – and the "what" and "how (in what ways)" something is
depicted or described will vary for different types of representations
[119].1 Even without a singular, clear and nuanced definition and
best practice for machine learning, calls for representation in AI
are widespread (e.g. [3, 31, 37, 46, 50, 80, 98, 103, 104, 134]), and
representation – or lack thereof – is often held up as central to
fairness in AI, if not the cause of the fairness concerns (e.g. repre-
sentation bias and harms [118]). "Representation" is further offered
in the AI fairness field as a mitigation for bias, implying that greater
inclusion of underrepresented groups (e.g. in datasets) is an impor-
tant goal. However, an oversimplified interpretation of this notion
can lead to objectification and exploitation (e.g. [52]), rendering
it all the more urgent to clarify the term’s meaning, and develop
a framework for understanding what constitutes good practice
towards instrumentally and intrinsically valuable representation
[23, 34, 37, 41, 91, 105].

In this endeavor, we must contend with the fact that there are
a number of potential sites of representation or exclusion in the
1Formal definitions of "representation," "representative," or the verb "to represent"
further include "to present again or anew," "to present by means of something standing
in the place of," "to typify," "to portray visually," or "to stand in the act of" [147].
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AI lifecycle [98] including through the datasets that are used to
train, evaluate, audit, and/or benchmark models [25, 28, 70, 105,
122, 123, 125, 132], stakeholders who evaluate the technology [47],
annotators who label datasets or probe models [15, 103], or even a
property of the ML designers themselves [47, 104]. Each of these
sites serves a different purpose, thus each requires its own analyses
with regard to the precise formulation of representation that is truly
beneficial.

Here, we focus on AI benchmark, audit, or evaluation datasets,2
as greater representation in model evaluations has the clear instru-
mental value of generating more robust tests and thereby surfacing
more blindspots leading to higher performing systems, and avoiding
harms from burdening already marginalised communities.

While representation in training datasets has been shown to be
a significant challenge [122], perhaps a still greater challenge – and
one that is difficult to detect – is posed by poor representation in
evaluation datasets. This can lead to insidious situations such as
being unable to surface low model performance or obtaining artifi-
cially high metrics. Thus, the aim of this work is to build a practical
understanding of, and stronger consensus around, representation
in machine learning model evaluations. Section 2 provides a gen-
eral overview of the manners in which the term "representation"
has been employed in machine learning and sociotechnical fields –
building an intuitive understanding of the concepts, tensions, and
motivations at play. In Section 3 we build a framework for the for-
mulation of representation in machine learning evaluations that
can detect and achieve performant systems. This is meant to inform
and guide practitioners, auditors, AI ethicists, and policymakers (e.g.
[46, 98]) seeking to audit and build better ML systems. To achieve
this, we combine a list of key questions to consider with examples
from the literature and a review of the NeurIPS 2022 Datasets and
Benchmarks track. We then bring together pieces of good practice
to describe subject-domain representation. In Section 4 we lay out
the limitations and tensions of the instrumental-only approach for
representation taken in this paper, helping to guide thinking on
what intrinsically valuable, inclusive representation could mean.
We then proceed to describe a research agenda (Section 5) to build
the field of necessary, structured inquiry in order to advocate for
and develop effective and beneficially representative machine learn-
ing systems.

2 USES OF REPRESENTATION IN MACHINE
LEARNING

As mentioned, calls for representation in AI systems are common-
place, with uses of the term often proving somewhat unclear [26],
leading to dangerous cascades of misunderstanding [125]. In so-
ciotechnical fields, "representation" is sometimes employed as a
catch-all term for responsible implementation, or as a synonym for
"real-world" testing and applicability [26]. At other times, "repre-
sentativeness" is not mentioned at all (or is not the primary focus),
but is addressed indirectly via related terms such as "diversity" or
"fairness" [47]. To our knowledge the only direct attempt to con-
front the many definitions and implications of representation for
ML is undertaken by Chasalow and Levy [26]. In their work, the

2The delineation between evaluation, audit, and benchmark datasets is unclear. In this
paper we primarily use "evaluation" datasets as an umbrella term to refer to all three.

authors take a primarily historic view, and surface the fact that
"representativeness" is a slippery concept and a "suitcase word," due
to the fact that many meanings are packed into the term [26, 93].

It is instructive to begin unpacking representation by touching
upon a few pieces of fundamental scholarship. These works are
primarily on the topic of political representation, with classic ef-
forts including Pitkin’s "four views of representation" [107] and
Pettit’s Varieties of Public Representation. Pettit [106] describes rep-
resentation as having three parts: the representor (body doing the
representing), representee (body being represented), and the connec-
tion between them, highlighting the necessarily relational nature of
representation. Indeed, representation is perhaps most commonly
discussed in reference to effective democratic governance. One can
be represented, such as having one’s vote counted or have a repre-
sentative in an elected congress or parliament. In fact, a legislative
body will be set up differently depending on whether it is designed
to represent the interests or the identities of constituents (e.g. the
US Senate vs polling to capture the overall interests or preferences
of the US population) [152]. Similarly, when designing machine
learning systems to be representative, it is incumbent upon practi-
tioners to justify why one kind of representation is more important
than another, given the wider goals and context of the system.

For a visual example of a representation, consider a photograph.
The image in a photo is a two-dimensional, lower-resolution rep-
resentation of our effectively infinite-resolution reality. It is also
a dataset of pixels that can be either a good or bad representation
of reality, depending on the goals of the photo. Following this, im-
age compression offers an insight: representation defined by what
information can be discarded. In compressing a photograph – say,
of deep space – an algorithm may decide to combine the pixels be-
tween stars, leaving only the galaxies in high resolution. The image
now takes up less disk space, but retains the desired information
on the galaxies. However, if the primary interest is in the varying
shades of deep space – which some scientists are indeed focused on
– a compression that retains only the resolution between the stars
and galaxies is needed. In this way, what is represented is what is
valued.

In the mathematically-focused machine learning literature, one
encounters related topics such as: representation theory, sampling
of larger populations to match the distribution [55, 100], and repre-
sentation learning and embeddings. In mathematics, representation
theory is the study of abstract mathematical structures by exactly
mimicking their behavior with matrices, whose properties are well-
understood. Representation learning refers to a model learning
the patterns latent in its training data, thereby "representing" that
data [13]. These patterns – or representations – are expected to be
shared, underlying concepts, and can form the basis for predictive
models. "Representative sampling" in statistics typically refers to
normal, random, non-stratified sampling where the goal is to match
the distribution of a larger dataset [100]. Yet statistics and machine
learning are tools for different tasks, i.e. population inferences vs
generalisable predictive patterns [24]. Each of these topics share a
practical connection to representation in evaluation datasets for AI:
they aim for lower complexity or dimensionality than some larger
structure, while still capturing desired behavior, a.k.a. depicting
something which is absent in a different form [119].
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2.1 Representation in sociotechnical literature
The concepts of representational harms and representational bi-
ases are prominent in the algorithmic fairness discourse [8, 133,
134]. Representational harms occur "when the development sample
under-represents some part of the population, and subsequently
fails to generalise well for a subset of the use population" [134]. Rep-
resentational harms are the primary finding in several significant
works in the sociotechnical field, including research surfacing low
performance and under-representation of darker skinned subjects
in prominent facial analysis datasets (by employing an auditing
dataset that is more representative) [23], case studies demonstrating
that images in large object recognition datasets have been over-
whelmingly sourced from wealthier Western nations (and thus are
ineffective at recognising lower socioeconomic or non-Western
items and events) [37, 132], and that millions of images of people
in ImageNet [40] were labeled with offensive categories including
racial slurs ("problematic representations") [34]. These case studies
(and others, e.g. [36, 72, 105, 134]) display how representation, or
lack thereof, directly corresponds to poor performance. This, in
turn, demonstrates the instrumental value of robust representation
for AI systems.

Representational biases arise when a system (e.g. a search engine
or a generative AI) represents some social groups in a less favorable
light than others, demeans them (e.g. [59, 87]), or fails to recognise
their existence altogether [2, 18, 19, 33, 72, 133, 143]. Representa-
tional harms are typically considered a model outcome, commonly
triggered by (1) poorly representative training datasets, and/or (2)
insufficiently representative testing, such that issues were not sur-
faced and fixed in the model to prevent representational harms
to users prior to deployment [26]. Notably, poor representation
in evaluation and/or training datasets can lead to representation,
allocation (inequitable distribution of resources or opportunities),
and capability harms (upstream performance disparity) [118]. In
the case of evaluations, this could stem from a lack of visibility
into whether the model is performant for marginalised populations,
leading to blindspots and the possibility of cascading harms, such
as those described in Elish [44].

A central argument of Chasalow and Levy [26] is that "represen-
tativeness can rarely stand alone," meaning that it will need some
description or augmentation (i.e. an adjective) to have definition.
Without it, effective communication is hampered on a concept that
is vital to the proper functioning of AI systems. There is extensive
literature on the types and resulting harms of poor representation
[133, 134], but the question of what good representation means
theoretically and practically in the context of evaluating AI models
is less explored.

3 REPRESENTATION IN EVALUATION
DATASETS

What is meant by a "representative evaluation"? The operational
details can be subtle, with "different meanings hav[ing] distinct
practical and normative implications" [26]. Any claims of represen-
tation immediately raise questions along the lines of "what" and
"how (in what ways)" from the Oxford Reference [119]: (i) repre-
sentative of what (i.e. what attribute)?, and (ii) of who (i.e. which

people)? To illustrate the importance of these questions, we present
two hypothetical examples below.

Example 1: Street Signs. A model is developed to detect and
interpret the meaning of street signs, e.g. in order to help pilot
autonomous vehicles. This model is meant to be released in the
US, Indonesia, Japan, and the UK. It needs to perform well in all
four countries before it is released.
In this example, if the evaluation dataset is entirely composed

of images of US traffic signs, then the practitioner will not have
visibility into whether themodel will workwell for Indonesia, Japan,
or the UK. One might expect the model to work well for Indonesia
and Japan as their street signs follow the MUTCD standardization
[146] in the US. However, the practitioner cannot truly show high
performance for Japan and Indonesia with the evaluation dataset
described, and there is no reason to believe the model will work
well in the UK, which does not follow MUTCD standardization.

For the simple use-case described above, key questions include:
Representative of what? This would be the array of types of street
signs and their meanings. Representative of which groups? Street
sign types in the US, Japan, Indonesia, and the UK. With this infor-
mation, we argue the necessary question to ask is:What is robust
representation for this model evaluation i.e. what kind of representa-
tion is needed? For this example, the practitioner might consider
the dataset to be representative of US street signs if it contains all
the different types of street signs to be detected in the US. Similarly
so for Japan, Indonesia, and the UK. Additionally, the practitioner
may want to ensure the set captures attributes such as urban vs
rural settings, new vs old signs, lighting, backgrounds, and other
variables shown to be important to image recognition tasks.

Example 2: Portuguese Hate Speech. Amodel is developed to
automatically detect hate speech in Portuguese, with the inten-
tion to deploy it globally. It needs to perform well everywhere
Portuguese is spoken.

For this example, we return to the questions posed above, namely:
Representative of what? In this case, the answer is uses of hate speech
in Portuguese. However, the legal and practical identification of
hate speech is a notoriously difficult topic, with such language
often being highly contextual and difficult to disambiguate from the
merely offensive [42]. Representative of which groups? Portuguese is
the official language in ten nations, with the most populous being
Brazil, Angola, Mozambique, and Portugal. Yet, there’s a significant
number of speakers outside of these countries, including Venezuela,
Guyana, and the US. If this model is meant to detect hate speech
globally, best practice would consider communities of Portuguese
speakers in all these nations.

Last,What is robust representation for this model evaluation? In
this application, the evaluation would need to capture the differ-
ent manners in which Portuguese-speaking communities use hate
speech i.e. the types of samples – or events – that could pass through
the model in operation. Notably, the amount of content needed to
represent the manners in which hate speech is used by Portuguese-
speaking communities does not necessarily track their population
sizes. Instead, it is important to consider the different communities
who speak Portuguese, and whether there are relevant differences
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between them that bear upon this model’s purpose. For example, if
the Portuguese spoken in Brazil and Portugal differ significantly
in terms of how these communities employ hate speech,3 then a
dataset that is representative of Brazilian-Portuguese hate speech
will not be representative of hate speech in the Portugal-Portuguese
context.

With these examples in mind, we proceed to describe standard
practice generally, then build towards subject-domain representation
via beneficial practices that focus on sampling for data subject
groups and are informed by domain.

3.1 Standard practice
Initial reflections on representative sampling often draw upon the
statistical notion described in Section 2, where "representation"
implies that the composition of the dataset matches the correspond-
ing population along some measurable features or variables. For
example, a language dataset might be considered "representative"
if the distribution of languages in the set is proportional to the
population of communities whose language is being modeled. As
discussed, uniform – or random – sampling is useful for inference
(e.g. political polling) however it is not necessarily the right practice
for effective AI evaluation [24].

Standard practice in the creation of datasets for evaluating anML
model include the non-stratified, random sampling of a pre-existing
population of data, as well as combining multiple datasets [140]
and web-scraping en masse [57, 117, 130]. This is borne out in a
survey of papers in the 2022 Neural Information Processing Systems
(NeurIPS 2022) Datasets and Benchmarking track [1], in which we
randomly sampled 20% of accepted papers, then augmented the
set with the paper that received the "best paper" award for the
track [130] for a total of 32 papers (details in Appendix A). Of those
we reviewed, 34% of the papers build off of or combined existing
datasets and 31% collected web data. Furthermore, a large minority
of papers make claims on representation (12.5%) or diversity (25%).

With these techniques, metrics will be dominated by majority
groups and may not accurately reflect the model’s performance for
those in the minority, i.e. the practitioner may not have visibility
into when the model is poorly performing for a group with less
representation in the dataset, either due to a lack of statistical
significance for the minority group or due to the fact that the
group’s portion of the set may not contain the necessary diversity
or breadth of relevant samples. This is undesirable from a robust
evaluation standpoint, and also from a representation and fairness
perspective [23, 47]. Considering example 2, if an evaluation set
is created for this application by taking a random sampling of
Portuguese content, e.g. on social media or web scraping, it is likely
to be overwhelmingly dominated by content in Brazilian Portuguese
due to population and volume, and be overpopulated with the most
common speech. Not only is this sampling unlikely to capture the
types of hateful Portuguese speech needed to evaluate the system
for anyone beyond the majority group, but text scraped from the
web will also be overwhelmingly from wealthier people with access
to the internet, and therefore may perform less well as an evaluation
3For example, false cognates are when different words or phrases can appear the same
but have drastically different meanings, e.g. in different dialects. This happens to be
the case for the term "bicha" which is a queue (line people wait in) in Portugal, but a
slur in Brazil.

for poorer populations. Moreover, less populous and lower resource
varieties of Portuguese, e.g. African Portuguese varieties spoken
in Mozambique and Angola, may not be captured sufficiently well
for statistical significance, or lack important linguistic complexities
such as false cognates and political speech that is contextual to
these countries.

This effect is clearly shown in De Vries et al. [37], where the
authors contrast the geographic distribution of content in large
image datasets with that of the population of the world. They show
that computer vision models trained on publicly available object-
recognition systems perform relatively poorly on common house-
hold items from countries with a lower household income when a
dataset that has more "representative geographical coverage" [37]
is employed in evaluation [54, 121]. Their findings not only point to
poor geospacial and socioeconomic representation in large image
datasets, but also demonstrate the value of a representative evalua-
tion dataset in uncovering otherwise invisible model shortcomings.
Similar findings on geographic and sociocultural diversity in large
datasets have been previously documented [83, 117, 123, 132]. To ex-
plore how tomove beyond standard practice, we discuss approaches
observed in literature that grapple with different aspects of, and
techniques towards, better representation for evaluations.

3.2 Sampling by group
The first practice to integrate into our framework for instrumentally
representative evaluation datasets is to make a deliberate decision
on the groups to include when evaluating the model, then ensuring
each group is included in the dataset, e.g. by stratifying sampling
by data from or correlated with that group. Our NeurIPS survey
demonstrates that this is not standard practice; three papers [30,
57, 86] in our NeurIPS survey explicitly consider groups in dataset
construction.

We are employing "group" as a shorthand for an attribute in the
data that is tightly correlated with groups of humans. These at-
tributes may not explicitly reference data on human characteristics
that belong to demographic group (e.g. images of faces or instances
of language) but instead correspond to what one or another group
might experience (e.g. common objects or street signs in a country).
The groups in the dataset are attributes of the data subjects, defined
in Denton et al. [41] as those "whose likenesses or utterances are
documented and absorbed into the dataset." Notably, data subjects
are not necessarily the user of the model, yet it is their features or
experiences being modeled.

For example 2, the practitioner would integrate this practice
by ensuring that when they collect samples for their evaluation,
they include those from the varieties of Portuguese spoken in the
regions where the model will be deployed or have an effect (e.g.
by stratifying sampling). Examples of this practice in literature in-
clude ensuring inclusion of these groups, or even balancing the raw
number of samples from each group in the dataset (e.g. [30, 66]).
However, the amount of data is distinct from the diversity of con-
tent in each group. For example, a practitioner may sample the same
amount of data from dialects of Portuguese spoken in multiple coun-
tries, but if there are difficulties in sampling for content from e.g.
Mozambique, the set may be less representative of Mozambique’s
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hate speech lexicon. This could mean the dataset contains more
duplicates, is less information-rich, or simply "bland" [15, 47, 118].

Group selection. Several complex questions come to the fore-
ground when considering groups, first-and-foremost being group
selection. What are the relevant groups, and how can their rele-
vance be determined? One approach in group selection is to choose
among groupings that have become standard in the AI fairness field,
e.g. age, gender, race, language, and geo-location (e.g. [4, 29, 66, 78]).
These groupings are generally drawn from census categories or
discrimination law [9] yet likely exclude many relevant groups, and
can break down in cultural contexts outside the US, Canada, and
Europe [124].

An example of this practice in the field is the Casual Conver-
sations dataset [66]. The Casual Conversations dataset contains
video clips with sound, where paid participants carry out various
common actions such as waving to the camera. The authors made
an effort to balance, and clearly report on, the amount of examples
for each of the chosen groups (e.g. self-identified, binary gender) in
their sampling. The initial domain of application for the dataset is
DeepFake detection. However, in releasing the dataset the aim is to
allow it to be employed more widely, particularly for the purpose of
rooting out fairness issues in models [66]. The follow-up iteration
of Casual Conversations includes a nuanced, in-depth consideration
of groupings [65].

Good practice for group selection will naturally be dependent
on the context and goals of the technology in question [63, 118],
e.g. the common demographic groupings in India are different from
the standard groupings based off the sociopolitical context of the
United States [124]. Further, the communities included in model
evaluations tends to reflect who practitioners had in mind while
building the system. It may be implicit, yet these are the commu-
nities prioritised for the accrual of the benefits of the model, and
limitation of harms [17, 70, 115, 118].

While the standard groupings are often not a bad place to start,
we urge practitioners to look beyond them, and seek greater un-
derstanding of the data subjects, the impacted or relevant groups,
and the groups that may have an intrinsic right to be included in
the evaluation (i.e. have the right to have their experiences, views,
welfare taken into consideration). An important first step would
be to understand how groups might express differently in the do-
main being modeled, for example via in-depth research, subject
matter and experiential expert consultation, and participatory tech-
niques [16, 21, 31, 88, 92]. For evaluating an AI system, what is
of utmost importance to consider is: who will be affected by the
model? Who must this model be high performing for? There is a
growing literature on impact statements and ethical foresight that
can guide practitioners’ efforts to directly consider relevant groups
[99, 101, 102, 110].

Intersectionality. In practice, group selection will often be an
iterative process [118] and can be complicated by the question of not
just how to divide groups, but also how many aspects of identity
and lived experience are salient. This is a challenging question
as many of the domains practitioners will consider (e.g. language)
commonly exist on a continuum, where divisions and intersectional
groups can be divided with no clear ideal stopping point.

Yet, intersectionality has been shown to be powerfully important
in the evaluation of AI systems, with past research highlighting

how the failure to invoke this lens can lead to system failure for
certain people, though the system appeared to work well when
subjected to non-intersectional group analysis [23, 76, 143]. The
question of group granularity cannot be "solved" so-to-speak, but
rather presents the need for careful deliberation over prospective
trade-offs. Data availability or the cost of obtaining high-quality
labeling per-intersectional group will frequently become a limiting
factor [15, 66]. Furthermore, identity should not be thought of as a
static grid [84]. In this vein, Puar [111] argues that the concept of
intersectionality itself runs the risk of reifying ever more granular
differences that "infinitely multiply exclusion" and advocates for
the notion of assemblage to foreground the assembling of indiscreet,
continuously varying patterns of identity.

Deliberate group choices are an improvement on standard prac-
tices, however only considering the number of samples per group
may not be sufficient to cover the events that a model would need
to be evaluated on in order to show the system works well for the
different groups. In fact, it is difficult to say what representation
should look like without a clear scope or application for the evalua-
tion, as the practitioner cannot know who will be affected by the
model, i.e. for whom they should ensure the model is performant.
Similarly, an auditor or practitioner may not have a clear indication
for whom to test the model. For example, even with the scope de-
fined in example 2, it may not known beforehand in which region
a new app with a built-in Portuguese hate speech classifier will be
the most popular, or have the most impact.

3.3 Sampling informed by domain or
application

The next practice to highlight involves scoping the evaluation [55],
or the domain, then systematically constructing the dataset to cover
a diversity of events across the domain. The important relevant
events can be understood via sociotechnical practices such as sub-
ject matter consultation or group participation. To be clear, this use
of "domain" veers slightly from the common usage in ML and refers
to a distinct region, territory, or scope covered by the evaluation (or,
the scope of the model’s use, which the practitioner then builds an
evaluation to cover). Ideally, the domain will have some definition
to it, where the more clearly and more focused it is defined, the
more feasible it is to construct an evaluation that meaningfully
captures the important events in the scope. It can be thought of
as akin to the notion of territory of land, where the more vast and
complex the land is, or the less-defined the area, the more difficult
it will be to capture the full set of salient aspects in the region.4
In example 1, it is more feasible to create a representative set of
street signs for one country than everywhere in general. In fact,
the more countries that are included, the more salient the variation
in signs is likely to be, and the more difficult it becomes to create a
fully, instrumentally useful representation. For an application, the
scope is typically well defined and tied to an expected or hoped-for
real world impact. An application can be a focused portion of the
entire domain that is covered by a model, or it can be the entire
scope of the model.

4Notably, pure size is not what matters here. For example, for the photo example in
Section 2, a large, many-pixel, uniformly white image is easy to compress (or represent
with) a one-pixel, blank white image.
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Domain information would be taken into account in example 1,
by sampling for street signs such that the set captures the diversity
of different sign types. In example 2, the domain is Portuguese
language hate speech. To systematically sample for the domain, the
practitioner would need to consider the field of hate speech and
Portuguese languages directly and sample accordingly to build out a
set with the fuller coverage. Doing so would require an understand-
ing of the many themes and varieties of hate speech in Portuguese
– a complex topic and an area of subject-matter expertise. This
practice can guard against distribution shift, when there is a lack
of portability of the model from testing to operation in the wild,
leading to a certain fragility of the model and lack of robustness
of the evaluations. By specifying the domain and context for the
dataset as clearly as possible, and building an evaluation informed
by the domain of application, practitioners can avoid falling into a
"portability trap" [131].5

This practice of scoping a domain, then researching and sys-
tematically sampling for coverage of important attributes with the
domain, is exemplified by Ribeiro et al. [120] and their CheckList
tool. Checklist constructs an NLP sentiment evaluation dataset
with a broader diversity and coverage of sentences and sentiments.
The researchers then use CheckList to evaluate popular NLP mod-
els and surface previously unseen bugs, showing the benefits of
evaluations that capture a domain more thoroughly – and are there-
fore more thoroughly representative.

On the one hand, CheckList builds out evaluation datasets
through being deeply informed by linguistics and the domain of
NLP applications [120], on the other hand, the Bender Rule – that
practitioners "must always name the language(s) [they are] work-
ing on" [11, 12] – is broken in the paper. It can be gathered from
the paper that CheckList is only designed for English, yet that is
not declared. And even within English there are varieties that have
different linguistic properties [18], and thus would not especially
be captured by CheckList’s evaluations. CheckList evaluations
may bemore representative than other NLP tests that have not been
built out with such careful linguistic domain knowledge, however
it is still limited as the work has not directly contended with what
groups should be taken into account in building out a representative
evaluation.

3.4 Subject-domain representative evaluations
As indicated, a purely group-stratified (Sections 3.2) or domain-only
(Section 3.3) approach to evaluations contains gaps, potentially lead-
ing to blindspots in the practitioners’ understanding of the model
performance and representational harms, typically falling on his-
torically minoritised communities. Further, attributes that belong
to groups or subjects, and those that describe a domain are not
always fully separable. In this section we introduce subject-domain
representation to close those gaps, leading to a more robust eval-
uation methodology. Specifically, subject-domain representation
combines the domain and group-centered approaches, where the
dataset or evaluation is constructed such that it is inclusive of the

5The portability trap is defined by Selbst et al. [131] as the "failure to understand how
repurposing algorithmic solutions designed for one social context may be misleading,
inaccurate, or otherwise do harm when applied to a different context."

diversity of events of who or whose situations are being modeled
(the data subjects).

This approach has similarities to the concept of user-representative
sampling introduced in the Gender Shades work [23, 116],6 how-
ever is meaningfully different. First, subject-domain representation
moves us away from the tendency in the tech industry to prioritise
the user over the data subjects, the communities who are directly
impacted by the dataset and whose features or experiences are be-
ing modeled (and thus evaluated by the dataset). For example, for a
facial recognition system such as the ones described in Buolamwini
and Gebru [23], the user is more likely to be a software engineer
or police officer than an individual with a picture in the facial
recognition database. The end-users of facial recognition systems
may not have different demographics than the data subjects. How-
ever, attention should be oriented towards evaluating the model for
communities whose images will pass through the system once in
operation and who will be most impacted. As another example, for
a medical AI system screening x-ray images, the user is the medical
professional, yet of course the subject of the AI evaluation (and
training) dataset are patients – as well as those most impacted by
the model performance (and the effectiveness of the evaluations).
The second divergence is that user-representativeness includes a
call for "equal representation" per group e.g. balancing sampling
per-group [116]. Subject-domain representation does not argue for
this, rather for sampling such that the evaluation is inclusive of the
nuance and unique expression in the domain that each group may
have.

In example 1, a subject-domain representative set would con-
tain an image for each type of street sign in all locations where the
sign recognition system will be deployed, thus allowing the practi-
tioner to understand the performance for the system for each group
(here, country). If, say, another quality such as how the sign is lit is
important for image recognition, and different countries light their
signs in different ways, then subject-domain representation calls
for an image of each sign type per country, lit in the manner of that
country. Of course, instead of lighting it could be that image quality
varies per country, etc. For the Portuguese hate speech classifier
in example 2, subject-domain sampling will not necessarily lead
to a distribution of samples that is proportional to the size of the
populations that speak Portuguese. For example, let’s say, hypothet-
ically, that the practitioner consulted domain experts and learned
that Portuguese spoken in Portugal contains ten times the number
of unique hateful phrases and words as in the Brazilian-Portuguese
lexicon. This indicates that achieving similarly representative cov-
erage of hate speech that is instrumentally important to ensuring
there are as few gaps as possible in the evaluation, would require
more examples of language from Portugal. In this hypothetical case,
for a subject-domain representative dataset, there might need to be

6User-representative sampling: "...the benchmark does not have proportional demo-
graphic distribution of the intended user population but representative inclusion of
the diversity of that group. With equal representation of each distinct subgroup of
the user population regardless of the percentage at which that population is present
in the sample of users, we can thus evaluate for equitable model performance across
subgroups" [116].
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ten times the raw number7 of unique hateful samples from Portu-
gal in our evaluation data, even though the Portugual-Portuguese
speaking population is much smaller than the Brazilian-Portuguese
speaking population. Of course, the same logic would apply for
other varieties of Portuguese such as those spoken in Angola and
Mozambique.

With this in mind, given that the practitioner (1) identifies the
groups their system should function well for (Section 3.2), and (2)
has scoped the domain in which the system should be performant,
the practitioner’s next challenge is to sample for each group such
that the group subsets are representative of the events which they
are seeking to model. This approach is similar to the representative-
inclusion and diversity concepts presented in Fazelpour and De-
Arteaga [47]. Constructing evaluations for subject-domain repre-
sentation also directly contends with what Chasalow and Levy [26]
call evaluation bias, e.g. rewarding models that perform well on
unrepresentative data of those who will be impacted.

The goal of subject-domain representation is not just to be in-
clusive for its own sake, but to be instrumentally beneficial – to
ensure that the evaluation will surface as many failure modes in
the model as possible prior to deployment. Buolamwini and Gebru
[23] employ user-representative sampling for the Gender Shades
audit dataset, Pilot Parliaments Benchmark (PPB), sampling public
images of the faces of public figures in national parliaments the
world-over. While this may not perfectly capture all the instances
of different types of faces, it ensures there is global representa-
tion. The authors then investigate intersectionality (darker-female,
lighter-male, darker-male, lighter-female as based on the Fitzpatrick
skin tone groupings) and evaluate facial recognition systems per-
group. With the framework of subject-domain representation, one
can conceive of further work to augment PPB for greater represen-
tativity e.g. including information richness and diversity metrics
(Section 5.4), and perhaps sampling based on face shapes or other
important domain attributes in images, like lighting or pose. In Raji
and Buolamwini [116], the authors find there is a reduced perfor-
mance disparity between groups in the targeted companies’ facial
recognition systems after the Gender Shades publication. Further
examples of datasets that are edging towards subject-domain rep-
resentation include the ROOTs [81] and the Dollar Street datasets
[54, 121].

In creating datasets that are balanced by group or for subject-
domain representation, an investigation is required into which
groups (1) the system must work well for and (2) where groups
have meaningful difference relevant to the application. Throughout
the process of AI development, relevant groups may change e.g.
with further careful consideration, consultations with (expected)
impacted communities and user studies [88]. Though the need to
consider representation is often presented as a static phenomenon,
with decisions on representation being made at a single moment in

7One practice to increase the prominence of a group that is smaller, or more difficult
to obtain samples for, is re-weighting or up-weighting this group thereby increasing
the effective number of samples for that group in the set. As is known from polling
practices to predict election outcomes, this practice will only get you so far. Increasing
the weights effectively creates copies of the heavily weighted sample – an analogy
to group tokenism. This may increase the number of events for a group but does not
capture the great diversity e.g. of political opinions, and thus does not better capture
the range, diversity, or representation of political opinions of the smaller population.

time, in actuality the development of representative datasets is an
iterative and evolving process (Sections 5.3–5.4).

Furthermore, the approaches employed in standard practices,
and sampling informed by domain do not circumvent the decision
on which groups to include in the evaluation. Rather, the decision
has been made implicitly and can be surfaced by analyzing which
groups have been represented in the dataset. In a similar vein, sam-
pling informed by the domain of application and subject-domain
representation require ML practitioners to make a deliberate deci-
sion on the scope and goals of the system. If the practitioner would
prefer not to decide, for example in an endeavor to keep the system
as general as possible, a decision as to what domain the model will
be performant on has still been made, just implicitly – there will still
be tasks for which a general system is better or worse – rather than
deliberately and transparently. By surfacing the scope, goals, and
thus limitations of the system, practitioners can make intentional
choices and curate an evaluation set such that the dataset, and then
the system, can be robust to those goals.

4 LIMITATIONS AND TENSIONS OF
REPRESENTATION IN DATASETS

Drawing upon the sociotechnical literature, it is widely under-
stood that AI models are not merely mathematical constructs, but
sociotechnical and political entities, with inherent value systems
embedded in the choices made by designers about how to create
and implement the model [8, 17, 60, 115, 124, 127, 134]. While there
are harms that arise from improper or incomplete representation,
perfect representation of all but the simplest situations is typi-
cally impossible (or infeasible) – as explained previously with the
example of a picture representing the three-dimensional, infinite
resolution reality, or the example presented by Pettit [106] that a
fully representative democracy includes exactly everyone and is
an impractical form of governance. Similarly, there cannot be a
benchmark or evaluation dataset that fully represents reality, a con-
tinuous spectrum, or even fairly complex concepts (such as general
perception) [70, 115]. Ultimately, not everything can or even should
be represented [73].

Knowing this, what are the limits of representation? From the
vantage point of political and moral philosophy the central question
is: what is fair representation? And are there things that cannot be
represented – or ought not to be represented, even when it is possi-
ble to do so? Examples of the former may be traits or identity types
that cannot be meaningfully observed, or are essentially contested
or fundamentally fluid (e.g. sexual orientation or gender identity)
[73, 84, 137]. Examples of the latter could be traits that place people
at inherent risk or that sit in tension with the notion with ideas
about privacy, respect and dignity (e.g. [45, 149]). Indeed, increasing
representation in datasets is not a panacea – it may not even be
desirable to the community being represented by the data [41, 90].
There are tensions and trade-offs between better representation
and other desiderata for the communities and situations that would
be represented.8 The community may be opposed to, or simply not
8Notably, under-representation in datasets is not always the problem at issue. Soci-
etally minoretised communities are in fact over-represented in some technological
systems, e.g. predictive policing algorithms in the US over-represent African American
communities. However these communities do not have meaningful representation and
power in the design and evaluation of these systems [85].
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be interested in, being better represented in a dataset if it comes
with being surveilled [10, 22, 64, 73, 90]. Beyond those concerns,
there are limits to what a representative dataset can achieve. Full
representation does not guarantee system will be responsible, par-
ticularly if the system itself is not in the interest of those being
represented (e.g. in biometrics [141]). Below, we unpack some of
these considerations.

Representation and data access or existence.Needless to say,
to be represented in a dataset, the data needs to exist and be acces-
sible to the practitioner. Data on a topic or from a community may
not exist for any number of reasons including a community’s lack of
access to – or interest in accessing – technologies that are collecting
or creating the data (e.g. internet access) [37, 45, 132]. It could also
be due to choices or resource limitations on behalf of the practition-
ers’ to collect data specifically from particular communities (e.g.
behavioural studies on college students). There are cases where the
data doesn’t exist due to the fact that the topic is fundamentally
fluid, e.g. gender or many types of disability [137, 138]. In other
cases, submitting to being tracked and their data being accessed
(or even created at all) goes against the interests of the community
[73]. In these situations, representation in the evaluation dataset
cannot be present without the data existing and without access to it
by the group implementing the evaluation. For such circumstances,
alternatives need to be considered in order to ensure fair and just
implementations, for example: models of auditing and evaluation
that ensure true consent and sovereign ownership of data by data
subjects, participation in design, and even fundamental inquiries
as to whether the technology should exist [16, 31, 41, 49, 71, 137].

Representation and foundation models. Due to the fact that
foundation models [20], or general purpose models, are meant to
be separate from their eventual applications – in fact part of their
goal is to be somewhat disembodied from a tightly defined domain
– it is difficult to determine what a subject-domain representative
evaluation (or even any comprehensive evaluations) of these mod-
els should look like.9 This limitation echoes the arguments against
widely-scoped benchmarks [115] and difficulties highlighted by
previous researchers on the topic of envisioning the impact of AI
applications [99, 102, 110]. That said, lack of representation in foun-
dation models models can limit the effectiveness of downstream
models built on them. For example, a language model trained only
with English will be largely ineffective for other languages, and
an image model trained with images only from North America
might lead to worse performance for images from other parts of
the world. Since other downstream models are built on top of foun-
dation models, it is important to understand possible failure modes
(which groups or domains the model might not work for) to (1)
increase the variety of tasks and groups the foundation model can
be useful for and (2) inform practitioners building on foundations
models for use in specific applications. Additionally, details on how
foundation models are trained and which data is used is frequently
opaque, making the representative evaluations approach a vital tool
for understanding how these models might impact users. Evalua-
tions considering potential groups or domains could be useful early

9One might further argue that no general purpose AI system could truly be shown to
exist, as a fully general (or representative) evaluation, or set of evaluations, cannot be
created. This is an extension of the central point of Raji et al. [115], that there cannot
be an "everything" benchmark.

indicators of problems that could arise in foundation models and
compound in downstream applications.

Representation and surveillance. To be represented in a
dataset typically means being surveilled. For example, if an in-
dividual refuses a facial recognition scan, their face will not be
represented in the facial recognition database, unless there exists
an adequate proxy. Thus, there is a direct tension between represen-
tation of marginalised communities in datasets and understandable
apprehension of surveillance. Further, it requires that what is to be
represented is measurable, and should be measured [68, 73, 84, 137].
Some communities will not want their data collected under any
circumstances, yet there are others who may be amenable to their
data being included in particular contexts, e.g. when it is for an ap-
plication they agree with, under strict usage circumstances or by a
party they trust. These are central topics in the areas of privacy and
transparency, and in the end are for the individual or communities
themselves to decide [16, 21, 31, 49, 88, 92, 109]. These discussions
on representation (or fairness, transparency, etc.) should not distract
attention from the question as to whether or not the technology
should be deployed at all [61, 75, 141].

Representation and power. As discussed, AI systems are so-
ciotechnical and political entities that are not value neutral and
therefore can perpetuate existing social power dynamics through
their development and deployment. The topic of instrumental rep-
resentation in data distributions does not interrogate the way the
system that employs that data is functioning in society today, per-
petuating or challenging the status quo. Nor does it ask what com-
munities the system fails to reach, what features, functionality, or
metric might better serve certain communities, or how to empower
communities and upend systemic inequalities. Making a product
or model work better, by developing a better evaluation, is still
ultimately serving the interests of those who own, develop, deploy
that product or model.

For evaluation data, design choices impacting representation are
indicative of who practitioners envision will accrue the benefits of
a system, yet they may not reflect the wishes of data subjects and
communities who may be marginalised by downstream AI systems.
Reflecting on the provocation in Kalluri [71], ‘how is AI shifting
power?’ we consider how representation fits within the power
dynamics of dataset development. The notions of representation
discussed thus far treat what is represented as passive, something
to be observed rather than individuals and communities with an
active and empowered role in the construction of the system. We
recognise that subject-domain representation addresses sampling
and curating for evaluating an AI system, but it does not directly
contend with empowerment of the communities that would be
impacted, and representing the wishes of the data subjects and
communities themselves. Trade-offs are inevitable e.g. inclusion
can on occasion be violent [68], which begs the question of who is
empowered to consider the trade-offs and decide? Indeed, a fuller
actualization of representation necessarily includes the notions of
political representation touched upon in Section 2, in which people
are not simply present in the dataset but hold sovereign control
[114]. In order to shift power in the right direction we need to (1)
interrogate the values behind datasets [124] and (2) explore how
data subjects can (re)gain control over their data, armed with the
information to decide whether they wish to be represented [114].
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Shifting power via representation gestures towards a typology
reminiscent of Arnstein’s Ladder of Citizen Participation [7], where
forms of participation range from manipulation to citizen control.
This "ladder of representation" could range from exclusion and
invisibility (non-representation), objectification and tokenism (see
Footnote 7), to nuanced community inclusion, sovereignty, and
control. Viewed against this backdrop, representation as data in
evaluation is the bare-minimum.

5 FUTURE RESEARCH
A solid grasp of the practicalities of beneficial and effective rep-
resentation in evaluation is a powerful resource when it comes
to promoting accountability – both for the purpose of rendering
potential governmental policies more effective [46, 98], and to push
against poor practices such as re-purposing datasets for use beyond
their original contexts [131]. It is important to foster further re-
search examining representation – a capacious, but powerful term
that is deeply rooted in democratic histories. In this section we
lay out a suite of topics that could be included on future research
agendas in this space.

5.1 Representation along the AI pipeline
As mentioned in Section 1, there are a number of sites of repre-
sentation or exclusion along the AI development pipeline, each of
which needs to be examined. For example, in this work we focus
on representation in evaluations but what is represented in the
training data can impact performance across different groups at
inference time. Indeed, Rolf et al. [122] empirically demonstrate
fairer outcomes when representation of data is explicitly consid-
ered at training time. And, as mentioned, we caution that naively
balancing datasets across various groups may not fully mitigate
issues of representation in the final model [144].

Furthermore, past research indicates that the meaning of rep-
resentation in annotation is highly contextual, varying in accor-
dance with the needs and capabilities of the annotators, coupled
with the sociopolitical and/or sociolinguistic aims of the technol-
ogy [15, 92, 103, 108, 148]. In this case, the kind of representation
needed might extend beyond diversity in hiring to include a care-
ful consideration of capacities, survey-formulation, tooling and
support systems to ensure that annotators are not, for example,
burdened with ambiguous tasks and trapped in decision-trees or
poor-UX interfaces that do not allow them to collaborate or skip
tasks [15, 43, 58, 103]. Similar representation-related concerns have
been extended to probing and red teaming for generative AI [53, 56].
Fully understanding how representation along the AI pipeline im-
pacts performance on representative test sets, and leads to down-
stream societal effects, is a crucial question for practitioners.

5.2 Refocusing representation on impacted
communities

In this work we present subject-domain representation as better
practice when considered from a more prescriptive, instrumental
point of view which focuses on increasing representation in evalu-
ations to improve their capacity to surface issues in the model for
different groups. This approach operates on a base-line assumption
that the model must work sufficiently well for groups in a given

context, but does not take full account of the way in which the
model is likely to be used and deployed.

Ultimately, it is important to reach beyond this frame of analysis
– and ensure that the AI system is particularly robust for communi-
ties that encounter specific challenges or have the least ability to
absorb the harms of errors. If we consider example 2, Portuguese
hate speech in countries with high levels of political instability
could be particularly harmful. As a consequence, there may be
further need to collect more and higher quality samples for these
contexts, to carry out more nuanced participatory engagements,
to have more careful monitoring in place, and to run additional
checks on the Portuguese that is used in countries that evidence
this dynamic. Outside the evaluation set, the threshold for classifier
false positives or negatives may also be more stringent prior to
deployment. In fact, the situation may be so acute that it becomes
necessary to restrict the domain and groups only to that country,
working on a case-specific basis, and potentially evaluating a model
with only this at-risk group in mind, instead of aiming at a gen-
eral model evaluation for all hate speech detection in Portuguese.
With consideration of these questions, evaluations will get closer
to forms of representation that anticipate and improve the impact
that a system may have on human welfare. Given the distribution
of the global population and distribution of case-specific concerns,
traversing this frontier – which involves shifting from data subjects
to model impact – is important in order to avoid the continuation of
historical under-representation in the tech sector of communities
in low- and middle-income countries.

5.3 Representative of when?
Beyond "representative of who?" and "what?" one may also need
to ask, "representative of when?" This is a subtle and important
question with relevance across the entire field of ML. Datasets
themselves are historically situated artefacts relevant not only to
domains and groups, but also to a point in time. As a consequence,
who and what is being represented by the dataset (the "models of
reality" [70]) will likely change over time [41]. Considering exam-
ple 1, a dataset could be representative of the types of street signs
in Indonesia in 1985, but if there is an overhaul of their signage, the
dataset may not continue to be an accurate representation of the
country’s street signs today. This simple example does not even
account for the inherent fluidity of some notions of identity that are
often encoded in datasets [84]. However, it demonstrates that deci-
sions to update or re-use a dataset have both practical and political
dimensions. Given that the quality of dataset representation likely
degrades over time, time itself is an important ethical consideration,
and a central concern of distributional shift research [129].

5.4 How to operationalise instrumentally
beneficial representative evaluations

We understand from Section 4 that there are crucial limitations to
an instrumental-only approach to representation in datasets, yet it
is still appropriate to explore how one can build a subject-domain
representative evaluation. Here, we provide an early outline for
how a practitioner (or dataset auditor) might approach this task.

(1) Design the Evaluation. Subject-domain representativeness
involves developing an explicit vision of what model outcomes, or
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impacts, the evaluation dataset must capture, starting with the basic
questions "what is the model meant to do?" and "who will it impact?
Or who has the right or need to be included in evaluation?" Subject-
domain representation then requires taking this a step further, to
delineate how different groups might have a different expression
in a domain and thus require different sampling techniques. The
varying needs of the groups may not be understandable by the
practitioners on their own, given the technical training they may
have and their singular lived experience [123]. Deeper understand-
ing requires the situated knowledge of those who experience these
outcomes, and best practice calls for (at minimum) the inclusion of
these voices with, for example, subject matter expert consultation,
participatory methods, and a staged iterative release [14, 16, 31, 88].
For example, designing a subject-domain representative dataset
for example 2 would include consulting Portuguese experts to
understand the different speaker communities and map the diverse
dialects, contexts, and hateful speech for each group.

(2) Measure or Audit the Dataset. Whether a dataset already
exists for a task, or is to be collected and curated, the practitioner
or dataset auditor will need to measure the dataset against a vi-
sion for representativity. In the case of example 2, the dataset
could include domain-specific labels, such as length of text, parts
of speech, and text topic, and group attributes, such as whether
language is reflective of Portuguese spoken in Portugal, Angola, or
Brazil. Representativity can be audited qualitatively, making use of
data exploration tools (e.g. [136, 142]), or measured with metrics
such as those outlined in [96] that capture properties such as di-
versity (e.g. [51, 95]) or data density (e.g. [32, 79]). As articulated
in Mitchell et al. [96], how to effectively quantify data is an ongo-
ing research area. We hope the sociotechnical insights herein can
encourage practitioners to study and propose rigorous metrics for
data representation.

(3) Build Evaluation Set. This stage involves following best
practice in data collection and enrichment [103] to build out the
representative dataset according to the design determined in the
first step. This will include the standard practice of determining
a data source, including either identifying novel data sources [37,
116, 121] or hiring annotators to generate data with a particular
distribution [117]. Then, iteratively sampling based on the attributes
outlined in the design stage, or measuring for those attributes in an
already-sourced dataset. Given that the result will be an evaluation,
it is crucial to maintain the highest standards of data quality.

(4) Monitor Representation and Outcomes. Finally, what
is considered good representation is likely to change with time
(Section 5.3) [41]. Additionally, distribution shift and the tendency
for input data to change over time have both been documented in
the broader machine learning literature [82, 151], and such shifts
are likely to impact the representativeness of the data. Thus, we ad-
vocate monitoring representation over time to ensure that datasets
reflect current users, data subjects, impacted communities, and val-
ues. In particular, when first designing an evaluation, practitioners
could consider how often they will monitor their dataset based on
the stability of the groups and domain (e.g. if user populations shift,
every six months, or when someone raises a bug), then revisit the
Design,Measure and Build steps as necessary.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work we focus on representation in evaluation datasets for
AI models, both due to the prevalence of poor representation in
datasets across the literature, and the pressing need for an under-
standing of representation that is aligned with the goal of creating
beneficial, high-performing systems for everyone. Pulling together
effective practices in the field, we provide conceptual scaffolding
to construct effective and instrumentally valuable representation
in model evaluations, culminating in subject-domain representative
datasets. These datasets are sampled such that they are inclusive
of the diversity of events for a carefully chosen set of groups, and
informed by the application (or domain) in question.

When employed in an audit, subject-domain representation pro-
vides more reliable visibility into how the model is performing for
the declared groups and domains. When coupled with transparency
practices, this approach can engender trust in the performance
metrics – particularly fairness and equality metrics, which might
otherwise have serious limitations. For example, even high perfor-
mance on fairness metrics can obscure an issue if they are based
on a dataset with poor representation of any particular group.

The conceptual scaffolding of representation described in this
paper has implications for the frontiers of research in AI. For exam-
ple, due to their lack of tight connection to a domain of application,
it is likely infeasible to design anything near an effectively repre-
sentative evaluation for foundation models and notions of artificial
general intelligence, given the number of domains and groups these
systems are expected to cover. That said, the framework described
herein can be a guide for how to envision more representative
evaluation sets, as well as how to capably report limitations.

Even still, representation is not a panacea. There are limitations
and tensions with the purely-instrumental approach presented in
this paper, such as the fact that not every characteristic can or
should be represented. There is more work to be done. The field of
responsible AI urgently needs to clarify the powerful, capacious
concept of representation, both because it is central to ensuring that
the systems are beneficial and well-calibrated to the needs of those
they affect, and because representation is a cherished value – that
people may claim a right to – in and of itself. This is not a new story
in the interdisciplinary sociotechnical and tech ethics fields. Rather,
it is time for "representation" to undergo similar treatment to other
terms in the AI ethics realm, in order to effectively advocate for,
and deliberately build, equitable and beneficial technologies.
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A SURVEY OF NEURIPS 2022 DATASETS AND
BENCHMARKS

To build our intuition on standard practice in the field, we performed
a study on papers accepted to the 2022 NeurIPS Benchmarks and
Datasets Track. In particular, we considered the best paper from the
track and randomly selected 20% of the papers from the track (for a
total of 32 papers). We sampled papers regardless of whether they
made any claims on representativity in their paper. Two randomly
sampled papers [35, 153] did not present a new dataset, but rather a
testing protocol meant to be used with existing data [35] or baseline
evaluations on existing data [153]. Of the rest, 12.5% were collected
for a specific application. For example [48], was explicitly collected
to benchmark models designed to detect TwitterBots. As opposed to
specific applications, the majority of datasets were collected for ex-
isting domains of interest to the machine learning community, like
object recognition [97] or anomaly detection [62]. Upon reading
the papers, we found that though many datasets included domain
expertise to inform their data collection (e.g., [97] builds on exten-
sive work on common correlations in image datasets), the exact

procedure for sampling data that covers a domain is frequently
unclear. One paper we believe was close to domain-informed sam-
pling is [94] which considered phrase entropy to collect tweets with
diversity entity popularity and disambiguation difficulty. Only 6%
of papers attempted to sample based on groups. This demonstrates
that while there are calls for more representative data, practically
communities building benchmark datasets are not carefully consid-
ering impacted groups.

We list here all the papers we considered in our analysis em-
phasising that our main aim is to understand standard practice,
rather than critique any individual paper: Laurençon et al. [81],
Schuhmann et al. [130], Moayeri et al. [97], Cui et al. [35], Ullah
et al. [140], Gokul et al. [57], Albrecht et al. [5], Mishra et al. [94],
Qin et al. [112], Zaporojets et al. [154], Deng et al. [39], Korotin
et al. [77], Xu et al. [150], Yu et al. [153], Yao et al. [151], Alfassy
et al. [6], Zheng et al. [155], Sanders et al. [126], DelPreto et al. [38],
Kim et al. [74], Wenger et al. [145], Mazeika et al. [89], [62], Tu et al.
[139], Tamkin et al. [135], Hormazabal et al. [69], Feng et al. [48],
Luo et al. [86], Costa-jussà et al. [30], Qin et al. [113], Schmarje
et al. [128], and Chen et al. [27].
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